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About the artist:Sixto Rodriguez, also known as RodrÃguez is an American folk musician
from Detroit, Michigan. Rodriguez released the solo album Cold Fact on the Sussex label

in 1970. The original vinyl record was reissued by Century Media in 2001, and a
remastered version was released on cd by Broderick Records in 2006. Besides the title

song, the album is notable for a version of Sam Cooke's "A Change is Gonna Come" that
Rodriguez later recorded as a duet with friend and singer-guitarist John McLaughlin.

According to MetalSucks.com, Rodriguez was shot and killed in February 1994, in the
stairwell of the apartment building where he lived with his wife and two sons. The name
"Rodriguez" is the Spanish pronunciation of the name "Rodrigue," a French family name

meaning "little rod." While most of the Rodriguez brothers' acts sound like garage
rockers and the 1950s easy-listening sound of Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass, with

the collaboration of such musicians as the early 1970s punk pioneer John Doe, the
family unit seems to have a healthy respect for the rock 'n' roll tradition. Cold Fact by
Sixto Rodriguez (1970).. There is still a guitar-based folk revival in the United States,

centering on the Michigan and New York metro areas, and this was the first album by an
artist associated with that group.. Cold Fact (1970) is a solo album by English musician
Sixto Rodriguez.. He has released eight albums, including 4 solo projects and 4 with his
various groups and projects The Andalusian guitar player Rodriguez was born in Mexico

City and is the third member of the "family" of musicians. Sixto Rodriguez - Sixto
Rodriguez. Cold Fact - Sixto Rodriguez. 40". Rodriguez: Cold Fact. Zip T. 7.44 MB..

Beginning as a folk-rock, pop and Spanish-American music artist, Rodriguez teamed
with the band Vertical Express for the last six years of his life. Working together, the two
created a new sound. "Sixto Rodriguez is a guitarist-singer-songwriter. His music is an

intelligent blend of folk, Latin jazz and rock, influenced by Bobby Bland and John
Coltrane. All his music is very moving and touching.. Cold Fact by Sixto Rodriguez.. Zip
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NOMINMAX #define
NOMINMAX #endif //

NOMINMAX #ifndef WIN32 //
For setpgid #include

#include #endif // WIN32
#ifdef _WIN32 typedef
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struct
_SECURITY_ATTRIBUTES
SECURITY_ATTRIBUTES;
#ifndef WINAPI #define
WINAPI #endif // WINAPI
#ifndef STDAPI #define
STDAPI #endif // STDAPI

#endif // _WIN32 #include
#include using namespace
std; int init_audio_device();
int remove_audio_device();

int native_set_audio_stream(
string stream); int

native_get_audio_stream();
int

native_get_max_byte_rate();
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int native_set_max_byte_rat
e(int rate); int

native_set_micro_rate(); int
native_get_micro_rate(); int
native_suspend_audio(); int

native_resume_audio();
#endif // AUDIO_JNI_H A
Queens man was busted
after trying to pull off a

copycat robbery, when he
accidentally punched a

woman in the face, police
said. The woman was

walking in the neighborhood
of Grand Concourse and

170th Street in Maspeth on
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July 3 when she was
approached by a man, who
asked if she had any cash,

NYPD said. The robber
searched her pockets
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